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CHRONICLE N°16 

UFO declassification, yet another crock ! 

The transdimensional realities and those about the existence of UFOs will represent in the 
very near future, a subject of the highest importance that should interest every human, 
with a somewhat pragmatic and realistic spirit. Unfortunately and obviously, still too few 
people today show any interest in the repercussions of the revelation of their existence 
within our human civilization. There is of course such a campaign of misinformation, 
counter-information and dare we say it, an omerta so impenetrable that most people, 
even well-known researchers and scientists, don’t know which way to turn.


Not so long ago, we watched a video in which, as if to validate our statements, Jacques 
Vallée, "eminent" scientist and internationally recognized ufologist, reported some 
conclusions regarding research on contemporary ufology.


Jacques VALLÉE : UFOs, Crash, Consciousness, News | TRINITY : The best kept secret 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fn-7DaUPSdU


About Jacques Vallée : https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacques_Vall%C3%A9e


As far as we are concerned, we were very disappointed with the outcome of the video, 
which, of course, from our point of view, is far from convincing. There remained then a 
question that we asked ourselves : are there good reasons why the conclusion of this 
video does not teach us anything ?


Philippe Guillemant, also as a scientist and so-called eminent specialist, intervenes in this 
video only to ask some timid questions about quantum phenomena related to the dilation 
of time or supposed technologies, that would alter the psyche of people during the 
course of abductions.
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Although interesting enough to debate on this subject, neither the information proposed 
by Jacques Vallée, nor the questions asked by Philippe Guillemant, bring an objective 
light on the UFO phenomenon ! One has to wonder if here again the two comparses are 
really ignorant of the implications of the UFO phenomenon and hyperdimensional realities 
or if they also continue to play the candid game of limited human consciousness of 3rd 
density. In other words, shouldn’t they be more informed than ordinary humans ?


As Jacques Vallée rightly points out, scientists always need to verify, measure and 
compile evidence to study all these phenomena. Wouldn’t he himself be depicting the 
nature of the trap in which mainstream science has fallen ?


While some of us have known for a long time that in higher densities, nothing can 
constitute a proof to satisfy the ancient science of 3rd density, since from the next density 
of reality, physicality is made variable and space-time can be modulated according to the 
forms of consciousness in action or in question !


It thus becomes impossible for all these great ordinary and aging scientists to perceive 
the nature of information, from the moment they still try to incorporate it into the current 
of thought of our physical 3rd density world. And if they do not themselves take the first 
step on the road that leads to an understanding of the indisputable existence of the 
quantities of possibilities concealed in our universe, they will simply remain trapped in the 
illusion that "their scientific specialisation" has so "expertly" crafted for them.


So, in order to make further progress on these extraordinary topics that should prepare us 
for a fabulous impact for the future, we obviously questioned a friend specialist, qualified 
to answer all questions related to UFOs. 


Question to the Angel : 

We are well aware that the UFO issue represents a very vast and embarrassing 
subject, so be it ! But why do all these so-called great scientists stagnate in 
problems that they absolutely try to solve by mathematical or scientific methods ? 

Even if your scientists propose theories that are sometimes relevant about the quantum 
universe, gravitation, consciousness, etc., they nevertheless remain subject, even trapped 
by their own linear analytical consciousness inherent in 3rd density. It must therefore be 
understood that most of them are always subjected to very deep patterns of duality or 
separation. Very few are already endowed with a 4th density soul/consciousness. The few 
who are, do not yet express themselves in public !
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Thus, reconciling the physics of matter, the physics of energy, the physics of time, the 
physics of consciousness, the physics of information, mathematics and biology, is not yet 
really within their grasp. For the UFO phenomenon, like all other "transdimensional 
anomalies", involves not only the knowledge of the physics of energy and matter, but of 
all branches of psychic, biological or genetic science, and then of the study of the human 
mind, all the "ramifications" of spiritual knowledge.


Finally, synchronizing research in all these fields of science would imply on the part of 
your scientists a completely different configuration of the mind, what their 
hyperspecialization in 3rd density academic sciences does not offer them.


For example, if Professor Didier Raoult, the geneticist Alexandra Henrion-Caude or all 
these renowned scientists could have been more interested in psychology, at the same 
time as they were interested in UFO phenomena, spirituality, exopolitics, policy and other 
areas, etc, they would not have allowed themselves to be trapped in the meanders of 
anti-complotist conspiracy. 


The reports of trans-dimensional phenomena, such as UFO manifestations, cannot be 
objectively studied with the methods and means of your modern science. Because the 
so-called "advanced extraterrestrial or extranean technologies" are generally not 
technologies as you see it in 3rd density. Although some of them are !


The transdimensional manifestations, some appearances of UFOs, orbs or other 
singularities, usually result from phenomena of gravitational modification or transdensitary 
hernias, caused by certain forms of consciousness far more advanced than those of the 
human or of these famous "future aliens". So they are not as often as you might think, 
evidence of real futuristic technologies.


A small part of the UFO apparitions, for example, depends on a process by which the 
object, which at the initial stage is not a UFO, is imagined by higher non-materialized 
consciousness (like the Self of the future which Philippe Guillemant also talks about), and 
then materialized by its projected extensions, densified, or even embodied in the 
frequencies of the lower worlds, that is to say in 4th then 3rd density.


This process of creation is not native to the worlds of the Service to the Self (STS), since it 
does not require any material technology such as plates and bolts. It is linked to a 
"mechanism" of spontaneous densification adding mass to materials of hyperdimensional 
origin, only by the creative force of thought. This principle of material conception by 
the power of thought, comes from planners or creators of worlds inhabiting the 6th 
density of the Service to Others (STO). (See about this the Chronicle n°4 : 
Morphogenesis and morphogenetic of the worlds of after) 
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Remember that human and humanoid entities from the STO galactic peoples, even if they 
have been visiting you since the dawn of time, avoid being spotted by man, because they 
respect his free will, as well as that of all creatures in the universe. And far more 
"intelligent" and endowed with far more ethics and consciousness than those stupid 
humans who participate in all these secret space programs, they would certainly not have 
allowed themselves to be trapped at Roswell by vulgar radar beams !


Let it be known ! The survivors of Roswell and other successive crashes, whose 
annals will soon begin to be declassified by the military, were biologically 
degenerated and sick humans, returning from a future entropic. 

They were humanoids who remained deeply at the service of their Self who, trapped in 
their entropic line, chose to remain in fear !! They were therefore not creative entities from 
the Service to Others worlds.


The true transdimensional singularities that have as their source the STO consciousness 
are phenomena that the heavily armed militaries, flanked by their scientists who aim to 
conquer space to fight the STS aliens of the reptilian corpus, are not yet close to 
understanding. It is for this reason that the various human STS groups, like their Zionist 
servants, are signing their defeat and they do not even suspect it !


That said, UFOs made of composite materials, sometimes even 
sheet metal and bolts, especially those coming back from the 
future lines of humanity, require real state-of-the-art 
technologies that some human groups have already acquired in 
their time, simply because they had collaborated with more or 
less positive alien entities of the Service to the Self "returning" 
from an already realized future.


Also, when phenomena considered impossible by the sacrosanct modern science/
physics manifest in your reality, and even if it belittles them and hides them when they 
happen despite everything, scientists who persist in searching for evidence and fail to 
explain or elucidate it, continue foolishly to hide it so as not to have to justify their 
incompetence !


Modern science, therefore, still today rejects the incredible challenge for human reason of 
the objective observations of too many unexplained phenomena, such as physical or 
psychological symptoms, disappearances of objects or living beings, weather quirks, 
time-starved phenomena, sightings of UFOs, or all sorts of oddities that may arise in your 
daily reality.
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And among all these singularities, for those who know how to read their symbols, clusters 
of surprising coincidences about certain events often raise a meaning, sometimes even 
make up a constructive logic from the moment when thought manages to extricate itself 
from its linear or dual belief. For for the human psyche sealed in a body, these strange 
coincidences invariably require the search for physical causes. They therefore leave no 
possibility of explanation on the origin or the hyperdimensional cause of the 
phenomenon. 


For the main obstacle on the path of truth is yourself, your "physicality" itself. Because, 
indeed, your perceptions are imperfect, your ideas connoted and your reasoning 
conditioned, you see the world only through the prism of your ego and limited 
individuality, a veil that prevents you from seeing reality. It would therefore be above all, 
for the scientist who would like to try to access a purer vision of things, to dissect and 
analyze this distorting prism !


Also, the "rational" explanations of your scientists having a psyche prisoner of this 
"corporeal prism", succeed in answering it only by invoking the famous fate. The beliefs 
or the observer’s point of view nevertheless remind us that it would be quite logical for 
amazing events to occur from time to time. While systematically putting them on the 
account of fate is, at best, ignorance.


This fate (which means the finger of God) comes from "quantum truths" responding to 
specific universal laws very different from those which produce fate as defined by the 
human observer. As for the ordinary human, "ordinary fate" simply implies the rejection or 
denial of the source of any information from the morphogenetic field that persists outside 
the 3rd density space-time.


Whereas the "quantum fate" which is addressed to the non-ordinary human contains 
information transported by the soul, itself formed of protons (of light-information), but 
especially of neutrinos (of light-vibration) ! Spontaneously and naturally connected to the 
4th density, then to all the other densities, the soul that bathes in the morphogenetic field 
holds all the information and all the forms of information that you need.


Modern man remains a victim of his beliefs, the most dangerous of which today are those 
that irremediably lead him to transhumanism, his future entropic line, which is simply the 
negation of universal cosmic laws and human nature accompanied by the whole panoply 
of degradation of his moral values.


Thus, just by accepting to think that the individual is a machine to produce the economy 
which rules by its technology, will inevitably lead the human to several potentials of future 
total alienation, where he will become that machine and where he will destroy himself by 
his own technology.
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You must therefore come to understand that by questioning only one of your beliefs, the 
whole of which constitutes a sort of bubble of perception delimited by psychic implants 
coming from your past, you could be heading for new horizons, realities that make you 
dizzy, but that are not without pitfalls. These traps are evidently pointed out to you by all 
your alter of the past carrying beliefs from the foul swamp of the New Age, religions, 
esotericism, even ordinary science.


This is why your main work is to get rid of all these now obsolete areas of human reason, 
in order to help your new Self to walk towards its destiny safely and above all to awaken 
and ally towards your future Self. This new Self of the future, once awakened, will have no 
more beliefs, but only a profound intuition and a formidable discernment !


Question to the Angel : 

We were already aware that an official and global disclosure on the UFO reality is in 
preparation. But we also know that this will be a new misinformation campaign 
targeting everyone who has escaped the time line of genetic manipulation by Covid.  
What should we already understand or learn from these upcoming events ? 

The "alternative" responses to the so-called UFO mysteries will still be lies to serve the 
cause of those who have an interest in reconsigning humanity in a loop of ignorance, in 
other words the different 4th density STS corpus.


To admit and give true answers to the existence of UFOs and hyperdimensional 
phenomena would be to explain the origin of the occult forces that direct, not only the 
psychopathic elites of your world, but also those governing other planets in your galactic 
system (which in short, are the same !). Nevertheless, their roles in the balance of the 
other planets in your sector of the Universe are as indispensable as on Earth. This STS 
corpus also directs other planets and controls its own mode of manifestation in different 
densities.


Also, by simple means of consequence, if he received all this information about 
hyperdimensional realities without a true work of the soul, that is, without integrating them 
into his field of information by a true inner work, the ordinary human of 3rd density could 
not perceive the true "meaning" of his "past and future" lives. He must therefore make 
this journey through his incarnations, to learn from them and to understand them.


Socrates, wasn’t he right when he said : « Know yourself and you will know the universe 
and the gods » ?
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In the present state of planetary reality, some of this knowledge would bring powers too 
great for the little wisdom shown by ordinary humanity.


This would explain both why the real UFOs of the STS fleet rather positive, but especially 
those coming from the STO worlds, are made as discreet as possible. But it would also 
reveal that a part of the psychopathic elite with knowledge of some of the technologies of 
the future would not hesitate to make use of them, at the risks and perils of life on the 
whole of Earth and certainly also on other planets.


So you are able to understand why Roswell visitors, like those of most of the crashes 
recovered by the military around the world, were mostly EBEs (Extranean Biological 
Entities) STS, which means degenerate humans returning from an entropic future. These 
returning visitors from the future had been recovered by Aryan military units of the 4th 
Reich Nazi, whose staff had always been based in Antarctica. 


See for example the files of the extraordinary : UFOs and transdimensional phenomena

https://www.reseauleo.com/les-dossiers-de-l-extraordinaire-ovnis-et-phenomenes-
transdimensionnels-partie-1/ 

https://www.reseauleo.com/les-dossiers-de-l-extraordinaire-ovnis-et-phenomenes-
transdimensionnels-partie-2/ 

https://www.reseauleo.com/les-dossiers-de-l-extraordinaire-ovnis-et-phenomenes-
transdimensionnels-partie-3/ 


However, among these cosmic highway crashes, some were ISBEE (Immortal Spiritual 
Biological Extra-terrestrial Entities) from 6th density.


The EBEs did not come from another planet, but from an earth plane "suddenly" 
projected (in a few moments) by these Nazi military operators of the 4th Reich,  in a 
distant future of 25,000, 45,000 or 50,000 earth years !


This teleportation through these wormholes (the famous galactic highways) that still 
interrogate conventional scientists, had projected human individuals with their limited 
human STS consciousness into a very distant future, distant thousands of years through 
dark matter. But if it is possible to teleport matter, that is to say a "physical body" through 
dark matter, it was impossible to teleport consciousness ! Since consciousness is energy, 
the soul consciousness that is forged through experimentation in a world of matter has 
remained trapped by dark energy. Thus, these individuals found themselves separated 
from their souls remained trapped in the antimatter during the teleportation, with the 
impossibility of evolving neither intellectually, nor spiritually !


The ISBEEs, on the other hand, had simply accompanied the human teleported back from 
their future to deliver their famous message to humanity.
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Thus the EBEs, returned from their future without any possibility of a future, went back in 
their past until the years 1947 with technological vessels to try to solve various difficulties 
concerning their ancient earthly stories. They were particularly prone to problems of 
genetic, cellular degeneration and sexual infertility. Moreover, what is currently happening 
in the world was the starting point of this leap towards the future, since people currently 
"vaccinated" with nanoparticles and messenger RNA (mRNA) are already finding 
themselves with problems of ovarian sterility.


https://www.reseauleo.com/dr-bryan-ardis-me-reiner-fuellmich-depopulation-sterilisation-
et-genocide-par-injections-anti-covid19/ 

https://www.reseauleo.com/vaccins-a-arn-obeissance-et-eugenisme-pierre-lescaudron/ 


They came back from their dead-end future, to try to reconstitute and rescue their soul. 
Their return mission was to change their past which today is about to become your 
present, by creating an alternative branch to their own already realized timeline. This is so 
that some events that will happen in the very near future will no longer happen for them !


Among these visitors to Roswell, some were "apparently" invested with a purely altruistic 
mission, while others were invested to avoid their pure and simple disappearance from 
the history of the Universe. The latter have not accomplished their mission out of 
sympathy for humanity, contrary to what the popular ufology will try to make you believe.


Obviously, their destiny ended catastrophically at Roswell, not because they crashed 
because of an accident caused by high-energy radar, as we would have you believe, but 
because they were recovered precisely by those who had already sent them the time 
before in their future entropic, that is to say the Arian Nazi military and scientific corpus of 
3rd and 4th densities of the STS 4th Reich.


In truth, of all the survivors of these future lines, most were humans of the current ruling 
elite and their families who, upon the arrival of the Wave, will take refuge in the 
underground tunnels and bunkers of the big cities, before the transition of the planet into 
its higher density of existence. All these survivors back from their future were therefore 
humans holed up in bunkers at the arrival of the Transition Wave. They are the ones who 
will have locked themselves in the tunnels under the future stargate of Europe, soon at 
the end of assembly by CERN in Geneva. 


(See about that topic Helene’s article : CERNer" la matière noire)


At the time of the Wave’s impact, boundary between the worlds, they will all be teleported 
through the maze of wormholes thousands of years into the future, in the same way as 
the sailors of the USS Eldridge at the events of Montauk-Philadelphia in 1943 were, 40 
years in the future.
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https://unfuturdifferent.jimdofree.com/cahier-9-miroir-mon-beau-miroir-dis-moi-pourquoi-
montauk-et-le-cube-d-orion/ 


In addition, some of these time travelers teleported from these bunkers had more or less 
intentionally left upon their return in the past of 1947, a small, highly advanced and 
multifunctional box, containing technology that guided them through time and space, 
returning home to their own world.


This technology was derived from the Orion cube that they had taken away during the 
first jump and which had been improved upon their first return from the future. The Nazi 
army of the 4th Reich made it a weapon later used by scientists of the deep state in 
various experiments. Now, thanks to this technology of the Orion cube, then that of the 
"Looking Glass", the military could locate the temporal portals and observe the future 
potentialities of the planet Earth. 


The incidents of Roswell and other extraneous crashes could therefore be considered as 
calamitous accidents for humanity, since they occurred precisely at the time when the 
projects of the elite (the humans of the future) began to try to solve the temporal problem.


The acquisition and function of the device that the temporal visitors possessed 
immediately altered the first timeline that these humans of the future came back to modify 
! Thus, according to the "initiates" of the deep state, there are two time lines to repair 
instead of one. But as the saying goes : "the worst aberration of the human mind is to see 
things as he wishes them to be and not as they are".


Obviously, the elites of the deep State (the Zionist New World Order) did not detect the 
trickery introduced by those who had been trapped by the STS of 4th density and who 
were returning from this first line of the future.


The problems that this elite of humanity of the future was trying to solve were multiple. 
But they mainly included an event triggered by a massive increase in solar activity, at one 
point in your now very near future.


https://echelledejacob.blogspot.com/2021/09/la-chercheuse-sangheeta-abdu-jyothi.html
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This event observed by this Looking Glass technology – a mirror oriented towards a most 
likely future – brought by the survivors of the crashes, was considered by the consortium 
scientists as not very essential, only plausible !


It was thus until a short time still hidden. Indeed, the scientists of the STS corpus would 
have seen for the future of humanity, a global warming caused by a second sun ! In other 
words, a massive astronomical object, a brown dwarf, orbiting on a long elliptical, around 
your present Sun, which they had called the Dark Star.


h t t p s : / / p o l e s h i f t . n i n g . c o m / p r o fi l e s / b l o g s / n i b i r u - v i s i b i l i t y ?
xg_source=activity&fbclid=IwAR0BXDgGxXoW9yarcQSYY_mGQa-3XCa0OwQyJNowSvY
8jxYRr2XoU6_wpMw
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Source : https://poleshift.ning.com/profiles/blogs/nibiru-visbility?
xg_source=activity&fbclid=IwAR0BXDgGxXoW9yarcQSYY_mGQa-3XCa0OwQyJNowSvY8jxYRr2
XoU6_wpMw&id=3863141%3ABlogPost%3A1141300&page=3#comments


It would be the cause of the warming, not only of the Earth, but of all the planets in your 
solar system. Although it is classified, this information has been known for a number of 
years because it is connected to the Roswell disaster. A catastrophe that, remember, has 
frozen its timeline by successive 40-year jumps. The last time leap will end in 2023 !


https://unfuturdifferent.jimdofree.com/cahier-9-miroir-mon-beau-miroir-dis-moi-pourquoi-
montak-et-le-cube-d-orion/


While this warming would be due to increased solar activity, caused "only in part" by this 
Dark Star, the potential that the elite had seen in the Looking Glass technology was 
actually hiding a global cooling occurring immediately after the warming phase. So the 
elite could only see what they wanted to see ! And there was the trap. Because "Looking 
Glass" – looking in the mirror – was simply linked to the consciousness of the observer !


In reality, the future lines of humanity – because there are not just two or three – depend 
on multiple factors that are very complex. Some are at work on a galactic scale and are 
associated with natural and periodic phenomena, which the Earth and the planets of your 
solar system have experienced many times in the past. They are punctuated by a cycle of 
cometary impacts whose dusts load "natural" mRNA coding viruses, which would 
prepare humanity to withstand or absorb the vibratory frequencies of the future New 
Earth.


The new humanity will therefore not come from that which took refuge in the underground 
bunkers built by the elites who thought to keep control over the evolution of man. The 
new humans will be those who have freed themselves from their passive and opened 
themselves to a new truth to learn to become truly the creator of their world ! They will not 
need technology to access this neo-reality plan ! They will be those who, in "their future", 
will participate in manifesting and building their new density to create their own reality.


Thus, multiple time corridors will occur that, when gathered together, will form another 
alternative to the temporal lines of present-day humanity, which always relies on its 
futuristic AI technology to emerge from the current planetary chaos.


The external conjectures that make the current situation so special for the scientific elite 
would be the combination of very serious factors, such as carbon emissions, 
overcrowding and the human propensity to organize wars. While these factors are only 
illusions that, by combining with major and cyclical solar activities, should simultaneously 
threaten their comfortable well-being, as well as the balance of the biosphere.
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Scientists in your world now believe that minimizing the effects of this future solar event 
would be the solution to support the transition to your new reality ! Indeed, thanks to the 
"mirror in the future", they believed that humanity had already emerged from the chaos. 
However, regardless of the timeline in which the ordinary human is rushing into right now, 
other serious problems await them with societal crises fueled by solar activity that are 
increasingly concentrated in space-time.


The elites of the deep state that govern the planet have spent billions of dollars just to 
build underground bases in different countries. And given the possibility imminent mass 
extinction of the STS predatory lineages of 3rd density, they will therefore once again try 
to survive in the bunkers with some ordinary humans who will serve them as slaves.


In the process of creating a new antinatural alternative, they will still be in their new future, 
obliged to go back one umpteenth time in the course of their history for once again, repair 
their mistakes on three henceforth distinct time lines. 


These future human slaves are those who, at this very moment, are submitting 
themselves via the anti-Covid vaccination to attempts to alter their DNA by the 4th 
density STS, with the aim of provoking their ascension in a technological and artificial 
way. Major cyclic events are unstoppable ! Neither humans nor any other race, no matter 
its technological level, would change anything !


The various galactic messengers had warned some humans well in recent years. But the 
powerful ego of the ordinary man places all their revelations and information in a single 
context in which the financial stakes are greater than what is normally recognized. And 
this context is still power and money !


The human fell in 3rd density ! And to do this, he opened the door behind which were the 
snake men. But the game continues ! Will he ever manage to close that door ? You will all 
learn that as long as he seeks to accomplish the ascension of the soul through 
technology, he will never succeed !


The transition of humanity to the higher worlds will be at an individual level, even if some 
are already realizing it by tribal units. This ascent is about to take place, as the planet’s 
climate is changing as we speak. The Gulf Stream is changing direction. Europe is on the 
brink of the Ice Age. Climate disturbance is extreme everywhere. All these catastrophes 
are engulfing the entire world economic system so meticulously framed by human 
stupidity and greed !


https://www.reseauleo.com/conditions-meteorologiques-aout-sott/
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The ordinary man has no consciousness that his lack of consciousness alters the field of 
consciousness of the planet. The ordinary man and his science have no idea that his 
consciousness is the source of gravity ! This also means that his lack of consciousness 
deconstructs planetary reality.


As for the vast majority of humanity, it will be offered to remain trapped in an optimal 
(most comfortable) timeline, or to choose to have faith in what is happening… However, 
there are no operating instructions that reveal mechanical or technological means of 
escaping illusion. There would be only a real work on oneself to flush out the alter that 
would help to complete one’s transition. It is simply a methodology, a spiritual journey 
that will help some humans to make a successful transition to a higher density of 
existence.


Times change, while the great morphic field of global consciousness gradually grows. So 
the real question would be : where are you in the process ?


Question to the Angel : 
We recently watched several videos that would prepare humanity for an upcoming 
revelation of the existence of secret space programs. In particular, it is specified 
that the Nazis of the 4th Reich, based in Schwabenland in Antarctica, are on the 
departure for the constellation of Aldebaran. Is this information correct ? 

-The Cosmic Secret

-Above Majestic

-Revelation : The Black Fleet of the 4th Reich would abandon Antarctica and Earth


Videos of this kind often contain information that can satisfy desires that correlate with 
the beliefs of the ordinary human. But again, the essence of the truth is elsewhere, 
because the UFO revelation exposes its lies only for those who need to learn !


Even if the 4th Aryan/Nazi Reich was leaving the Earth, this predatory corpus will return 
by the next Wave, camouflaged in the orbit of the Dark Star at the end of the next cycle, 
to "pick up" its new harvest of souls.


Meanwhile, he accomplished his mission by reprogramming about 90% of human brains 
to continue their 3-density cycle and harvest another 5% for 4-density Service to Self 
(STS), thanks to fake mRNA vaccination campaigns.


Some individuals in this STS corpus have "generously" offered human observers the 
possibility of believing in their final departure from Earth, when in reality, after sowing 
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chaos on Earth, they only take advantage of the Wave of Change to "return" on their 
different original planetoids.


The initiators of the upcoming alien reality disclosure campaign are already imagining that 
because the Nazis/Aryans leave the Earth through the South Pole, the fight against the 
dark forces is won. While they only make you believe in their final departure from the 
planet, their "withdrawal" is part of the UFO disclosure plan. Their overt withdrawal is only 
part postponed !


The truce that will last for several millennia would now begin, since their departure marks 
the beginning of the new Golden Age, which is none other than a reprogramming of future 
human souls for a new cycle, after the change in density of their elders.


Ultimately, the 5% of individuals who have not succumbed to the genetic reprogramming 
of the Dark forces and who had made use of their free will, will be those who populate the 
New Earth where their predecessors of the Service to Others (STO) of the previous cycles 
already expect them.


As for the soul, the history of the Universe will never end, but, indefinitely, will begin 
again !


Transmitted by Sand and Jenaël
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